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Feedback to Second Consultation on Virtual Interconnection Points 

 

 

Dear Madams/Sirs 

 

OMV Gas Marketing & Trading GmbH (OMV Gas) has initially 

appreciated GTS’s early intention in Autumn 2017 to comply with the 

legal obligations coming from NC CAM art 19 (9) and establish virtual 

interconnection points (VIPs). GTS gave the impression to have a clear 

view on the concept which is compliant with all provisions from 

European law. GTS intended to establish VIPs on 1 Oct 2018, which was 

even one month prior to the binding deadline according to NC CAM. 

Later on, in January 2018, GTS put all VIP implementation plans on 

hold for reasons attributable to a lacking legal framework for VIPs and 

communicated it’s discrete decision to the market. 

 

In a workshop organized on 13 Apr 2018, GTS has again explained that 

suspending the VIP concept was necessary due to legal uncertainty. 

 

In that recent workshop, GTS presented five variations of how to go 

ahead with the VIP implementation and asked market participants to 

consult on the proposals, while at the same time sharing advantages and 

disadvantages.  

What has been openly stated by GTS is the fact that the main trigger is to 

find an implementation approach which does not worsen the conditions 

and mainly the tariffs for existing and legacy border point contracts.  

 

Option 1: NC CAM provides TSOs with a legally binding deadline to 

establish VIPs, which is the 1 Nov 2018. Given this fact, the option  

suggested by GTS (“implementation as initially proposed once NC TAR 

is in place”) is irrelevant. NC TAR and its effective date Jan 2020 has no 

direct impact on the 1 Nov 2018 deadline set in NC CAM and therefore 

this approach is at the moment certainly non-compliant with European 

legislation. In addition, we cannot follow the overall GTS logic stating 
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NC CAM currently provides legal uncertainty but this would disappear 

by 2020. 

 

Option 2:  “Waiting for legal certainty” means the market would be left 

in a prolonged period of uncertainty with an unknown outcome both in 

respect of timing and the eventual result of the envisaged increase in 

“certainty”. Furthermore, for TSOs in other countries (FRA/BEL) NC 

CAM apparently reads clearly enough to implement VIPs and therefore 

confronting ENTSOG to provide “more clarification” is solely irritating 

the market. 

 

Option 3 proposed by GTS is potentially discriminating legacy contract 

holders because it will result in existing contracts at an IP being 

differently charged than “new VIPcontracts”. This option is only feasible 

if provided in such a way as recently presented by the Austrian regulator 

E-Control: Existing contract holders should have the one-time option to 

voluntarily transfer their existing IP contracts, with all consequences, to 

the VIP. This would, most of all, include paying the VIP tariff instead of 

an IP tariff.  Furthermore, GTS has indicated that under Option 3 an 

establishment of VIPs could be possible in the course of 2019. We 

expect, under the current legal framework, a compliant implementation 

until 1 Nov 2018. 

 

Both proposals by BnetzA  (Option 4 and 5) have significant 

weaknesses. Option 4 creates a parallel world which makes the 

operational handling of crossborder flows more complex instead of the 

desired reduction in complexity. Existing customers would have to take 

significant investments to operate the same network point in parallel 

modes (IP set-up for “old contracts” and VIP set-up for “additional 

bookings”). Furthermore we do not see a legal basis as to how unbundled 

IP contracts can be used in a capacity conversion if the bundled product 

auctioned is VIP capacity. 

Option 5 does not seem compliant with NC CAM assuming that article 

19 (9) requires an establishment of VIPs by 1 Nov 2018. According to 

GTS some IP contracts expire only by 2034. 

 

OMV Gas learned from the workshop on 13
th

 of April 2018, but also 

from prior events, that GTS is struggling to find an implementation 

mechanism which does not harm existing legacy contract holders. GTS 

is fearing that in some cases a VIP activation would lead to significantly 

higher costs for contract holders due to shifts from IP to VIP tariffs. 

Consequently, the only compliant approach how to solve this problem 

and allowing GTS to smoothly establish VIPs by 1 Nov 2018 is to offer 

existing IP customers a termination right to their contracts.  

 

OMV Gas is open to discuss our suggestions together with GTS and 

other market participants.  



 

As a general remark, we would like to stress that the consultation period 

was very tight for such important and commercially sensitive topic like 

as the implementation of VIPs. Shippers and other market parties should 

have at least one month time to respond.  

 

In case you have any remarks or questions to our feedback, please 

contact Mr. Alexander Frank (+43 (0) 40440 27729; 

alexander.frank@omv.com).  

 

With best regards 

OMV Gas 

 

 
 

  


